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This paper recognizes life environment risks which variously exist to guarantee safety
of users from all kinds of risk factors that do in resident environment and suggests a plan
to infer degree of risk. The artificial neural network theory which makes a great
contribution to the artificial intelligence and data-mining fields detects risk factors
through mechanical learning even in the environment that cannot in advance recognize
them and provides clues of good methods to be able to evaluate the degree of risk of reallife situations. The risk factors which exist in each residential environment are not
uniform and there are many cases that don't have single factors. It's the plan which can
suppose high level of each risk factor and risk environment by handling these various and
multiple risk factors. This paper includes the pre-clustering to the risk calculation using
the artificial neural network. It was confirmed that the risk calculation using the artificial
neural network could be improved through a pre-clustering of the input data.
Keywords: Risk Prediction, Artificial Neural Network, Data clustering
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The residential environments tend to preparing for multilateral and higher well-being
living conditions lately and be gentrified as high level happy cultural space. However, it is
the fact that the residential environments of big cities which have been used since they
were created when labor-based industrialization was arranged in modern and
contemporary times are exposed to the weak points of basic security.
These residential environments which are vulnerable for safety provide the factors
which threaten life safety of citizen with changing social unrest factors for them. That is,
there are the increasing places which cannot guarantee basic life safety in the residential
environments inherent in riskiness as crimes for living increased due to long term
recession, they tend to be sophisticated, violent crimes frequently occur, and the low
multinational work force which did not exist in the past is flowed into Korea.
The large budgets are being used in building the traditional infrastructure for live safety
including improvement of roads, installation of lighting, installation of CC cameras, and
expansion operation of anticrime checkpoints to solve these problems. On the other hand,
the attempts which strengthen the function to guarantee safety of vulnerable residential
environments by introducing developed information and communications technology
such as ubiquitous computing have been done. The core technologies of ubiquitous
computing application technologies such as the system to protect children in front of
schools, the system to care senior citizens who live alone remotely, and the system to
support activities of disable persons are to recognize different multiple factors related to
safety, obtain data about them, and process them effectively and efficiently. Especially,
inferring dangerous situations more clearly by getting mutually different and various
factors and evaluating them properly is the useful and important processing technology.
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Figure 1. Four Ways of Data Fusion Processing
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Therefore, this paper recognizes life environment risks which variously exist to
guarantee safety of users from all kinds of risk factors that do in resident environment and
suggests a plan to infer degree of risk. The artificial neural network theory which makes a
great contribution to the artificial intelligence and data-mining fields detects risk factors
through mechanical learning even in the environment that cannot in advance recognize
them and provides clues of good methods to be able to evaluate degree of risk of real-life
situations. The risk factors which exist in each residential environment are not uniform
and there are many cases that don't have single factors. It's the plan which can suppose
high level of each risk factor and risk environment by handling these various and multiple
risk factors. To this end, risk factors of crime affecting the living condition were
identified and weights of each risk factor were determined. The clustering on the status
data were performed and applied to the artificial neural network in order to improve the
performance of the artificial neural network.
This paper is composed as follow: The chapter 2 arranges the related studies and
Chapter 3 suggests the plan to infer the threat factors of life safe. Chapter 4 describes a
test and evaluation about the suggested plan and Chapter 5 concludes.

2. Related Research

The examples which overcome risk factors by utilizing information and
communication technology in all kinds of life environments and improve life
security are being variously done.
The system to protect the senior citizens who live alone: This system can take
measures by grasping and responding to their physical condition and urgent
situations while they lead their lives in real time. The function detects their
movement through multiple sensors installed in the flow of human traffic in their
residential areas and notifies detection of temperature, humidity, gas, and fire of the
general situation center of Gu-offices. It can also forward urgent situations to fire
stations and police stations [1-3].
U Safe Fire Protection System: This system collects information about all kinds
of fire-fighting equipment such as heat sensors, smoke detection equipment, spring
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coolers, pumps, and tanks through sensors installed in fire receivers and major
points in buildings and transmit them to the integrated server of the general situation
center in real time. At this moment, the server informs it of the data by analyzing
the firefighting standard data values and the transmitted data from the sensor and
grasping normality and obstacles of fire-fighting equipment. The system's goal is to
be able to extinguish fires early when fires break out through prompt inspection of
facilities [4-6].
Smart Walk System: This system supports walk of persons who are visually
impaired and the old and the infirm. It is divided into RTA and ETA. It has the
function to recognize obstacles that pedestrians encounter in pedestrian
environments and make them avoid risk factors. It also includes the system to
support shopping and tourism by preparing for equipment to make life easier such as
electronic approval systems. RTA has the navigation function to arrive at
destinations and make people avoid obstacles located on the routes by recognizing
them. For ETA, there are many cases of the small types with less wearability such as
the existing white sticks, necklaces, or glasses for disable persons rather than
different equipment by considering the point that the persons who are visually
impaired prefer white sticks. It usually utilizes ultrasonic sensors, infrared ray
sensors, or tri-axial acceleration sensors [7-9].
Geographical profiling: A study was done on the grading of risks based on the
local incident statistics and the service providing such information. The study had
contributed on selecting the risk area by analyzing crime statistics of the past. It, in
turn contributed to decreased crimes due to increased patrols, prompt mobilization
from the undercover patrol office and roundup of criminals. This study had
contributed to suppressing similar crimes and to promptly arresting criminals in a
crime ridden area. However, it had not helped to identify dynamic factors involved
in crimes. The possibility of a crime might be higher or lower depending on the
variable factors such as victim’s condition, degree of illumination in the area and
foot traffic even in the same area at the same time. This study shall be
complemented with considerations in these dynamic factors [10].
Draw problems: There are many cases that these systems recognize risk through
inference based on the information which are in advance obtained when doing
situations through the obtained situation data. It has a very high level of dependence
on ultrasonic sensors and concentrates on recognition of obstacles which consist of
static environments including stairs obstacles and has the limit with little function to
recognize persons and vehicles which are moving objects. It usually utilizes imagery
intelligence of CC cameras. Imagery intelligence has the disadvantages that it is
difficult to prevent all kinds of accidents and it doesn't have enough time to take
prompt measures by responding to them quickly. In addition, as the crimes which
recently occur continue to develop and be sophisticated, the cases that criminals
avoid all kinds of exposed cameras and sensors. Therefore, studies on the systems
that prevention functions are strengthened are required to guarantee life safety in
residential environments. For this, it is thought that the plan to infer the factors
which threat life safety in residential environments to prevent them is required .

3. Assessment of Risk Factor for Residential Safety
Prediction of crime and accident prevention is required by recognizing the factors
which threat life safety in resident environments and inferring risk situations. It is
important to recognize risk factors promptly by evaluating situation information properly
even when new risk situations which cannot be in advance modeled occur or there is high
probability of their occurrence. In addition to using the fragmentary statistical or recorded
video data, solution measures were required to predict a risk reflecting other variables.
Convergence of information detected by various sensors would provide a clue to
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upcoming circumstance and improve the quality of targeted information. To be able to
determine a real time risk, effects of risk factors associated with certain dangerous
situations should be defined in advance. A reasonable way to calculate how the risk
changed depending on situations and a measure to converge the multiple factors were
needed. This paper suggests the plan to infer the following risk situation to solve this
problem. Calculation of risk for dangerous situation was performed using the artificial
neural network. Clustering of acquired data was done at this time to enhance the risk
computability of the artificial neural network.
3.1. The Artificial Neural Network Theory
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The neural network theory means that human memories consist of nerve networks and
the contents are saved as connection strength between nodes. The neural network theory
explains that short term memory and long term memory are divided according to memory
activation.
Neural networks consist of information processing elements and interconnect. The
information processing elements are paratactically connected by directional links, the
information channels. The information processing elements modeled a neuron of a brain
and interconnect did its synapse.
Neurons have three layers in the artificial neural network. They are an input layer, a
hidden layer, and an output layer. The neurons in the input layer receive information from
the outside and play the role of sending them to the hidden layer or the output layer. The
neurons in the hidden layer are located between the input layer and the output layer and
send the information which received from the input layer to the output layer. The neurons
in the output layer calculate the values which received from the input layer or the hidden
layer and provide results of the artificial neural network for users. Each neuron calculates
the output value of neuron by receiving the output values of other neurons from the input
layer. These neurons are mutually connected and connection strength is called weight.
The neurons calculate the sum of weight of the input values which received from other
neurons and output the values through transfer functions in the artificial neural networks.
The transfer functions include a sigmoid function, a linear function, and exponential
function. The structure of the neural network is shown in the following figure.
3.2. The Plan to Recognize Risk Situations
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The neural networks are useful for modeling which predicts risks because they have
functions to learn something by themselves and compose the relationship between
variables. The following procedure is carried out to detect the threat factors in the
residential environments, evaluate situations, and infer risk situations.
3.2.1. The Procedure to Infer Risk Situations by Using the Artificial Neural Network
1) Set a sensor
2) Obtain/save the sensing data
3) Initialize the artificial neural network model.
4) Set the learning pattern of the artificial neural network.
5) Apply the artificial neural network.
6) Draw and evaluate a result.

3.2.2. Set the Factors which Threat Residential Environments and Sensor
The method to recognize risk situations by using sensors to respond to bodies or CC
cameras has the weak point in prevent accidents because it usually recognize the
situations on the verge of that accidents occur or the ones that they begin to occur.
Therefore, making space of the residential environments smart is required to guarantee
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safety in advance by recognizing risk situations that the study focuses on beforehand or
avoid risk. The study sets the factors which threat safety in the residential environments
and the sensor that can detect these threat factors as follow:
The distance between space that users use and CC cameras
Existence of crime prevention personnels in anticrime checkpoints around users
Patrol activities of crime prevention personnels around users
The distance between users and anticrime checkpoints
Lighting of space that users move(Intensity of illumination)
The number of floating persons around space that users move
The number of persons who wander around space that users move

L.

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
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No. ① was set by judging that there is a connection between the distance between the
place that CC cameras are located and users and risk factors based on the point that there
are less crimes and accidents in the places which are closer to CC cameras. No. ② was
set on the assumption that the factors which threat safety decrease when crime prevention
personnel work in anticrime checkpoints in the areas that users move. No. ③ was set
based on the fact that risk situations can be solved when crime prevention personnel
patrol the applicable area even though users are far from anticrime checkpoints. No. ④
was set on the assumption that criminal acts will be avoided around anticrime checkpoints
and crime prevention facilities. No. ⑤ was set bearing the fact that crimes occur in
darker places than brighter ones in mind. No. ⑥ was set as the fact that risk of accidents
decreases if there are many floating persons in the areas that users move and it increases if
there are not many ones in them. No. ⑦ was set supposing that infrared ray sensors to
sense bodies which were installed in the outdoor activity areas detect persons and the
cases that users don't move and there are the persons who wander around them are
dangerous situations.
3.3. Build the System to Detect Risk Factors of the Artificial Neural Network
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The sensing data related to the variables set in Paragraph 3.2 were utilized to build the
system to detect risk factors in the residential environments of users by using the artificial
neural network and infers risk situations. And the artificial neural network to detect the
risk factors suggested in the study is composed as follow: The sensing information about
the distance between CC cameras and users, existence of crime prevention personnel in
anticrime checkpoints, patrol activities of crime prevention personnel, the distance
between anticrime checkpoints and users, intensity of illumination of space that users
move, the number of floating persons around space that users move, and the number of
persons whose activities stop around space that users move are input in the neurons of the
input layer. A hidden layer is set in this system and the result about risk is output in the
output layer. Now, the nerve network of the system composed like this is actually
composed, the result is examined in next Chapter 4, and the result is evaluated.
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Figure 2. Artificial Neural Network to Detect Risk Factors of Residential
Environments

4. An Experiment and Evaluation

The SPSS is used to test the plan to detect risk factors of residential environments
which used the artificial neural network suggested in the study. The 7 risk factors of
Paragraph 3.2.2 were used as the input variables. The sensing values were input through
SPSS and the details of the nerve network drawn from the result are shown in the Figure 2.
Table 1. The Details of the Layers of Applied Artificial Neural Network
Prediction

Output Layer

Hidden Layer 1

H(1:1) H(1:2) H(1:3) H(1:4) H(1:5) H(1:6) H(1:7) H(1:8) H(1:9) H(1:10) H(1:11)
.004
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(Bias)

.065

-.148

-.167 -3.815

-.944

.130

-.155

.120

.285

TIME

-.253

.064

.072

-.102

.162

2.689

-.978

.059

-.028

-.002

-.551

WEEK

.324

-.087

-.023

.824

.267

-.011

.045

.637

-.908

-.836

-.251

POLICE

-.144

.019

.020

-.285

-.068

-.008

.012

.262

-.217

.253

.092

LIGHT

.290

.215

-.756

-.268

-.105

-.003

-.013

.119

-.267

.166

.049

LOAD

.381

.080

-.018

-.177

-.142

.005

-.021

.051

-.120

-.042

-.162

CCTV

-.400

-.006

-.021

-.177

-.098

-.003

-.002

.040

-.211

.095

.114

Bo
Input

-.592

Output

(Bias)

.444

H(1:1)

.025

H(1:2)

.018

Hidden 1 H(1:3)

.449

H(1:4)

-.829

H(1:5)

-.761

H(1:6)

1.503
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H(1:7)

-.827

H(1:8)

.802

H(1:9)

-1.115

H(1:10)

.603

H(1:11)

.101
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The table below summarizes the risk situations of time, day of the week, anti-crime
facility, illumination, width of the street and the distance to a CC camera with their
weighted values and normalized values which led to a real time risk factors based on the
artificial neural network model.
As the result, the Shinchon case and Yongin case had the danger factors of 75% and
96%, respectively.
Table 2. The Result of Risk Degree of Shinchon and Yongin Case
TIME DAYPOLICE LIGHT ROAD
1
1

0

0.25

1

1

0

1

1

1

surveillance Predicted
risk
Assess
Camera
Value
0.75
0.75
75 % Danger
Very
1
0.96
96 %
Danger

ACC.
Sinchon
Yongin

Detect risk factors

This test calculated how 7 different risk factors affect space that users move through
learning of the system. While the intensity of illumination of space around users is low,
there is no any patrol activities of crime prevention personnels, degree of risk increased.
And it has found that the closer places that CC cameras are installed are, the lower degree
of risk is.
The difference between the expected risk level and the one that the artificial nerve
network to detect risk factors suggested in the study is shown in the chart of the following
figure. As shown in the chart, it has found that there is a little bit of gap between the
predicted risk factors and risk level that the artificial nerve network to detect risk factors
suggested in the study, but the aspects that degree of risk changes by measured time slot
are similar and there are no big differences in its absolute values.

ok

5. Conclusion

Bo

This study drew up the artificial neural network-based plan to detect risk factors of
residential environments based on the sensing values which detect the 7 risk factors and
carried out this. Quantitative evaluation could be done by calculating the effect of
mutually different multiple factor values on real life safety through mechanical learning of
the risk factors which exist in the residential environments. Based on this study, it is
determined that the danger risk factor computations can be improved using the artificial
neural network by clustering.
When the values from the actual sensors were used, there were a little bit of difference
between the predicted degree of risk and them. There were errors with the sensors and it is
presumed that safety threat of each factor is not mutually independent. The method
suggested in the study can be evaluated as the one that it is a little bit difficult to be
applied to urgent risk situations because it has the disadvantage that it takes so long to
learn. However, checking that the artificial neural network can evaluate various risk
factors in the everyday world by learning a lot of sensing data without detailed
programing can be judged to be a result. Plans which can limit learning time and calculate
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the predicted degree of risk calculated to compare it with the calculated degree of risk
more minutely are required as next risk tasks.
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